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Army Announces “Free Beer”!
Lord Recruiter General  Artigier,  in order to thank-  
the local populace for their solid and unwaveringly 
enthusiastic  support  of  the  War  Effort,  has 
announced that the Imperial Guard will be offering 
a  free  barbecue  no  ration  cards  needed ,  free( )  
entertainment, and as much beer as you can drink! 

It will be held at the St. Wartifal Coliseum located right beside the(  
Imperial Guard military training camp Virtuous Bearing  this Dartruday.“ ”)  
Enter through Gate A only, as all other gates will be locked from the 
outside for security purposes.  Also please note, that due to the free 
alcohol and countless scantily clad female entertainers of low morals 
being offered inside, only healthy, fit young males, between the ages 
of , will be admitted.16-26

Final
Defeat?

The death rattles of the Traitor Space Marines continue, but 
for how long   Again, our Brave Imperial Guard defeated a?  
cowardly  and  unprovoked  attack  on  the  Loyal  City  of 
CENSORED.   Their  attacks  grow  yet  more  feeble  and 
desperate and the final last Marine  reserves have“ ”  
been squandered and are now lost.

As  long  as  the  Emperor's  Astronomicon 
continues  to  shine,  illuminating  the  cosmos 
forever,  no  traitor  reinforcements  will  ever  get 
through the  mighty Iron Walls  of  the Imperial 
Navy.

Victory is Nigh!

“Questions 
inevitably lead to 

Treason”

Chaos Bloodbath
Northern Front Imperial Guard forces 
continue  to  successfully  conduct  a 
war  of  attrition  against  the  Great 
Enemy.   It  isn't  about  holding  or“  
gaining  ground  per  se,  but  rather 
simple killing,  explained an aide to”  
General  CENSORED.  “The Ironheads 
are  bleeding  themselves  horrifically 
white.  They continually make futile 
and costly frontal assaults, since the 
gods  of Chaos treat  their  blind and 
damned  followers  as  expendable 
cannon fodder.   Naturally,  since we 
here  in  the  Imperial  Guard  High 
Command care for and highly value 
each individual Guardsman's life, such 
inhumane tactics would never even be 
contemplated by our tacticians .”

Rejoice Imperial Citizens – Yet More Dead Xenos!
Another clumsy encounter between Tau and Orks reveals that the primitive Tau 
weaponry  is  marginally  more  effective  than  the  puffy  Ork  musculature. 
Metaphorically, that is akin to the scholarium nerd that has somehow beaten a 
severely retarded  dog,  but  remember  O  dear  citizens,  what  will  happen to  that 
myopic geek if a squad of Imperial Ogryns appeared to teach him a lesson!

Treachery Reaches Disgusting lows

Imperial Vox Decryptors were shocked to 
uncover  evidence  of  collusion  between 
the so called Marines and various Xenos-  
races.  Tactical and strategic advice was 
given  to  the  Marines  by  the  alien“ ”  
animals  that  temporarily  sully  this 
Imperial World.  Of course, to no avail.


